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Where you may find illustrations or examples 
of some of the subjects noted in this leaflet 

THE DARWIN HALL OF INVERTEBRATES 

The exhibits in this hall, on the first floor, give a complete synopsis 
of the Animal Kingdom, all groups from Protozoa to Vertebrates being 
represented. Here too are groups illustrating relation to environment, 
the Struggle for Existence, Survival of the Fittest, Geographical Distri
bution and Variation in Nature and under Domestication. 

THE SYNOPTIC SERIES OF MAMMALS 

The attention of teachers of biology in our schools is called to the 
Synoptic Series of Mammals in The American Museum of Natural 
History, on the third floor, which has been developed with a special 
view of making it instructive to the student while at the same t~e of 
interest to the general visitor. 

It not only comprises examples of every family of existing mam- . 
mals, illustrating in many cases their structure, and origin in point 
of time, but includes exhibits showing various points in the evolution of 
mammals, sundry principles of classification, and interesting or peculiar 
habits. The specimens are, or are to be, accompanied by detailed 
descriptive labels giving the characters and more important information 
in regard to the various orders and families of mammals, the series 

. being an example of Doctor Goode's definition of a (university) museum, 
"a collection of labels illustrated by specimens." 

Among the subjects illustrated are albinos and melanos, 
modifications of the limbs for locomotion, structure and modifications 
of teeth, variations in the character of the brain, influence of environ
ment and adaptation of m~mmals to their surroundings. What may be 
called an introductory chapter gives the distinctive characters of 
mammals, and a family tree, showing the probable lines of evolution of 
the animal kingdom and the· relation of Mammals to the other great 
groups or phyla, is in course of preparation. 

THE HALL OF INSECT LIFE 

In the next hall is the collection of Insects so arranged as to illus
trate their relationships to each other and to other animals (Classjfica
tion), their importance, and such topics as Protective Coloration, 
Mimicry, and Evolution. 



A First Chapter in Natural History 

AT RAL HISTORY is the story of all natural object , plant and 
min 1 1 , as well as animals, though in popular usage it is of t en confined 
to the la t. And while the term animal i~ very commonly thought to 
ref r to mammals only, it being a mistake of frequent occurrence to 
speak of birds and animals when birds and mammals is meant, the 
namP animal properly applies to every living or animate creature, from 
the tiny being that can be seen only with the aid of a microscope up to a 
whale, the mightiest creature that has ever lived. 

Broadly speaking; animals are distinguished from plants by their 
ability to feel, move, and digest organic substances such as plants and 
other Rnirnals. Plants on the Q ther hand to not feel, have no power of 
voluntary movement, d-nd arP nourished by inorganic substances ab
sorbed through their roots. The boundary line between animals and 
plants is, however, not sharply defined, especially between the lower, or 
simpler, forms. Some plants move and some animals are rooted to one 
place, and a few plants even have the power to digest animal substances, 
but with all these exceptions the power of voluntary movement remains 
the most evident distinction between animals and plants. 

EVOLUTION 

The smallest and simplest animals consist of an extremely minute 
quantity of a jelly-like substance, termed protoplasm, surroundinf! a 
central speck of firmer material known as the nucleus. This constitutes 
a cell, and the smallest, simplest animals are formed of a single cell and 
are called unicellular or single-celle<i animals. The largest of creJ.tures 
is merely a vast assemblage of very similar cells, grouped into structures 
of different kinds and serving different purposes; and a fp,w naturalists 
have argued that even the very highest animals are really compound 
beings made up of combinations of simple animals. We may, however, 
dismiss this theory as fanciful. while noting that plants, as well as 
animals, are composed of combinations of cells, the cell being the unit 
of life. 

AlJ life is believed to have begun with simplr, one-celled being , be
cau e the animals we find entombed in the rocks become . impler and 
simpler in tructure as we go down. the higher groups of m1mmal , 
bird , reptile , etc., di appearing one after the other a w go backwards 

3 



4 A FIRST CHAPTER 

in time. For the reason that the simpler forms of life appeared first, it 
is thought that plants preceded animals, and as the lowest forms of each 
are almost indistinguishable from one another, both may have been 
derived from the same simple organism. While this belief is entirely 
probable, it may never be actually proved: because the small, soft, 
simple animals and plants could leave no trace of their former presence 
in the shape of fossil~; and the only animals found are those high 
enough in the scale of life to possess hard parts that could be preserved 
as fossils. 

As living things increased in the world, they were influenced by 
their surroundings, and affected by the d.mount of light and heat, of 
rest or movement, to which they were subjected. In places favorable 
to their growth and increase, they multiplied to ~uch an extent tha.t they 
began to crowd one another, and localit.ies suitable for the support of a 
limited number were even overpopulated, and it became a question 
as to which should survive. Thus, almost at the outset arose the 
Struggle for Existence, but it must be borne in mind that this was 
not an active struggle, but usually a mere passive effort to endure
such anim.1ls as by th~ir strength, powers of endurance, and ability to 
withstand changes of climate and to resist heat or cold, being those that 
survived, while the ~eaker or less fit were swept out of existence. This 
is the very simplest form of the Survival of the Fittest; among 
higher animals the process is vastly more complicated, and the means by 
which it is accomplished so varied as to be almost infinite. It is neverthe
less purely passive on the part of the animals, not being brought about 
by any thought or conscious effort on their part. Animals think to a 
,certain extent, but the reader is cautioned to beware of ascribing to 
other animals the thoughts and feelings of man; this is the more 
important, as so many books have been written in which animals are 
made to feel, and think, and act like human b~ings, the height of absurdity 
being reached when these thoughts and feelings are ascribed to plants. 
The care of birds for their young is often cited as a beautiful example ·of 
parental tenderness; but while birds, it is true, care a great deal for their 
young, it is not much in the manner in which human parents care for 
their children. The bird that will do all in her power one season to pre
serve her off spring, will transfer her affections the very next year to a 
new brood, and treat hst year's family as strangers, or even enemies. 

Bats furnish a good example of what may be called passive resist
ance. These active little animals are for the most part insectivorous
insect eaters, and dependent entirely on the preRence of insects for their 
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livelihood. In e t in turn a-re directly or indirectly dependent on flow
er , and wh n in northern regions the approach of winter puts an end to 
the flo~er , ins cts begin to disappear. With the withdrawal of their 
food upply, bats mu t either migrate, die, or in some mainner survive 
without food. To a limited extent bats do migrate; but the majority 
exi t without eating by hibernating during the winter- the same cold 
which puts an end to flowers and insects checking the circulation of 
blood, and permitting the bats to exist for a long time with very little 
bodily waste. This very curious condition has not been brought about 
by any direct effort on the part of the bats, but, it is believed, simply 
by the weeding out of those that were unable to lie torpid, and the sur
vival of those in which the bodily functions and waste of flesh were 
checked without destroying life. 

It must always be borne in mind that the survival of the fittest is by 
no means the survival of the strongest: for while size and strength 
count for much in the struggle between animals of the same kind, they 
count for little in combating nature, a fact which we see over and over 
again in studying the history of the past. Those great reptiles, the Dino
saurs, mightiest of all land animals, were swept out of existence while 
the smaller and weaker mammals survived. And, after these had at-

. tained to supremacy, the lumbering Titanotheres succumbed in their 
turn, and other types, smaller and weaker but better adapted to the 
changes that were taking- place, succeeded them. Small animals, as a 
rule, have certain adYantages over their larger relative8 in the struggle for 
existence; they breed more rapidly, reach maturity sooner, are more 
readily concealed, and require less food: so that they are able to subsist 
through periods of drouth and cold which cut off the supply of food of the 
large animals and cause them to perish of starvation. As a result of the 
weeding out process, the influence of their surroundings, and what seems 
an inborn tendency to vary, L animals changed more or less in form and 
habits, becoming adapted to the changing conditions 1+nder which they 
lived, resulting- in the Evolution of new kinds of animals. In this man
ner very wonderful modifications have been brought about: for we see 
some animals dwernng in the heat of the tropics, and others equally at 
home amid the snow and ice of arctic regions; some passing their lives 
high on the mountain tops, some dwelling a mile or more in the depths 
of the ocean where the temperature is but little above freezing, and ome 
quite at home in pring-s who e waterR almo t reach t he boiling p int. 

. . 
1T hcre are two v ery diff Pren t views in regard to thi. poin t , onp that c:hnnge in the surroundiug:s 

eau~u the changes in t he anima! , the ot her t hat it impl y allow the tend nl"y to vary to a~ser t 
i~ lf. Both a re probably t rue, as is t he case with both sides in many quarrels-perhaps in mo t. 
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Among the many changes that have been brought about in the pro
cess of evolution, is the matter of Protective Coloration-the resem
blance of animals to their surroundings, or, in some im~tances, to one 
another, by which they are enabled to escape their enemies. Birds, like 
snipe, meadow larks, and quail, and mammals, such as the common gray 
rabbit, so harmonize with the dried grass, leaves, and brush amid which 
they live that it is a difficult matter to see them when at rest. Desert
haunting animals, many mice, or on a large scale, some of the African 
antelopes, also blend with their surroundings, and so do the spotted 
young of many shore birds that are brought up on pebbly beaches. On 
the other hand parrots and fruit pigeons are largely green, and thus 
elude observation among the trees in which they live. Then there are 
some very interesting caRes of animals that are doubly protected, 
changing their raiment with the season, harmoni7iing with leaves and 
grass in summer and with the snows of winter. Such are the weasels, 
hares, and ptarmigans, and it is a curious fact that those which have · 
an extensive north and south range, reaching regions where there is little 
or no snowfall, do not turn white in their southern homes. The white 
color of northern animals may not be entirely for their protection, but 
for their warmth as well, since white does not give out heat so rapidly 
as dark colors. 

A most remarkable mode of protection exists in some marine animals 
which are almost as transparent as glass, the very blood being trans
formed to a colorless fluid, so tha.t they can scarcAly be distinguished 
from the water in which they dwell. 

Still another method of protective coloration is shown by many 
edible species of animals that bear a strong resemblance in form and color 
to those that are presumably disagreeable on account of peculiarities in 
taste or odor. The term presumably disagreeable is used: for it by no 
menns follows that because a given flavor is offensive to us: it iR equally 
unpleasant to birds and other animals. We know from the few careful 
experiments which have been made, that insects repugna.nt to UR arc 
eaten by various animals. Also it is very evi<lent that although the 
vast majority of animals are good to eat they nevertheless are not eaten 
out of existence. 

In some cases colors that at first sight seem conspicuouR are really 
protective, as are the stripes of the tiger and the spotR of the leopard 
and jaguar, which so suggest patches of light and shade that the animals 
crouch unseen in the jungle. In these particular instances color is 
not necessary for protection, but is of service while the animals are stalk
ing their prey. 
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For protecti coloration i by no m an a one- i I d matt r or else 
man , animal would go hurnny, but while it h Ip om to clud their 
enemi " it i al o of s rvic to predatory bca t in steaJing up n their 
quarr . The dun color of many African antclop s is un l ubtedly a pro
t ction, but the dun color of the lion blends with that of the de ert s~nd 
and nn.ble him to teal unseen upon the protected antelope. There is, to 
add n. word of warning, much reason to think that entirely too much im
p01iance ha been a cribed to protective coloration and that it is by no 
m an o effective as its more ardent advocates would have us believe, 
ince it in to a great extent offset by keenness of sight, acuteness of 
mell and harpness of hearing on the part of both the hunter and the 

hunted. 
Given a tendency among animals to vary, it is easy to see how pro

tective coloration might have been brought about by Natural Selection. 
Any animals that chanced to resemble their surroundings in color so as 
not to be readily seen on the sand, or among the leaves or grass as the 
ca e might be, would have a little better chance of being overlooked by 
hungry enemies than those that were conspicuous, the result being the 
killing off of the conspicuous animals and the gradual establishment of a 
race of animals protectively colored. 

In regard to these various questions of natural selection, survival of 
the fittest, and evolution of animals, it ma,y be said that while we do not, 
and never can, actually know that these things have taken place as de
scribed, careful study of the facts renders it probable that such has been 
the ca e. One of the oft remarked characteristics of mankind is a de
sire to knew the causes of things, and if man can not ascertain all the 
facts he will frame some theory to explain those that are available. 

If animals are affected by their surroundings, we would expect to 
find that those which dwell where the conditions vary le.3,st, have changed 
the lea t; we would also expect that the simplest animals, those that 
have the fewest parts to change, bear the strongest resemblances to those 
that lived in the earlier days of the world. And this is exactly what is 
shown by the study of the past, the differences between living and extinct 
animal bearing a dirrct relation to these two things. Among the highly 
organized mamma1R, not a living species is directly related to those of 
that arly period of the earth's history we call Eocene, while very few go 
back beyond the (geologically) recent period known as Pliocene. By the 
aid of fo il we are able to trace some, notably the horse, back through 
the variou. chan~es they have undergon~; but when this is done the 
early pecie are found to be so different from their living d scendants 
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that without the aid of the intermediate forms the relationship between 
the twu would not be suspected. The direct relatives of many reptiles 
are found much further back than are those of mammals, while some 
living fishes belong to the same family and even the sa.me genus as those -
that existed so long ago as the Cretaceous Period. As for invertebrates, 
and especially some shellfish, a few go back unchanged for periods of 
time representing millions of years; down in the depths of the sea, in 
uniform quiet, cold and darkness, they have lived an unvarying exist
ence for reons of time, while what we term the eternal hills have been 
washed away, and other8 upheaved to take their places. 

Thus evolution, or change among animals, has gone on more and 
more rapidly as higher forms came into existence. 

Knowing the great changes that have taken place among animals 
since they first appeared in the world, we are able to account for existing 
differences we find between them. Some groups have steadily progressed, 
a few have degenerated; some have diminished in numbers and many 
have disappeared. 

If we open a fan, and imagine that the sticks represeat various divi-· 
sions of animals; we shall have a rough illustr9.tion of what miyht have 
takea place had their development been uniform; all have a common 
point of origin, but the farther we go from this poiat, the more widely 
are they separated; although the reL.ttionship of one to another may 
easily be seen. If now we bred.k some of the sticks at differeat pla.ces 
and whittle down some of the eads, we shall have gaps of varyiag widths 
at various places, and the ends will be of uaequal size and at irregular 
distances from one another, as are the groups of living aaimals. 

For example, while there dire but two liviny species of elephants, one 
ia Asia, aad another in Africa, fossil remains indicate that there were 
formerly a large number of species inhabitin~ all the continents save 
Australi~. And, as the history of the elephants is followed backwards: we 
find, even with the small amount of material now at our disposa.l, that 
their chara.cters gradually chang-e, and that they may be traced to much 
smaller animals not unlike tapirs. In this instance, not only are the 
stickR of the fan broken, but the one represe11tL1g the elephants is 
whittled down to two species. The horse is probably the best example 
we have of an unbroken line of descent, a11d most educated people are 
aware that its pedigree may be traced to a race of animals no larger than 
a collie dog which also gave rise to other and very different groups of 
animals. The stick representing the horse family is entire, but not so 
large as it was. 
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wing to the variou fa t ju t m nti necl it is impo ... ible to arrange 
animal in a tmight line from ]owe t to high . t; e h anim 1 i not 
only related to tho e before and b hind, but to tho eon either si le of it, 
and if one group of animal is compar d with anoth r it will be f uncl 
that the lower member of one will be decidedly lower or irnpler in 
structure than the rughest member$ of the preceding group. The rela
tion of animal to each other are often expressed in the form of a tree. 
The trunk represents the common origin of animal , the branche the 
great groups ( ee C]as~ification), d.nd the tips of the twigs individual . 
Only it must be remembered that in the tree of life as we now see it 
many of the branches are lacking. 

The questiou.s of evolution and of th~ animals that formerly exi ted 
are directly connected with the problem of distribution. 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 

Animals are not spread i.adiscrimi.aately over the earth, but certain
kiads or species are found in particular regions, some being confined to 
compd.ratively small areas, while others are widely distributed. Llamas 
are found only in South America; one kind of elephant occurs in Africa, 
another in parts of Asia; the moose, representocl by three closely re
lated species, circles the entire norther.a hemisphere, while the orang
utan is restricted to a small part of Borneo, a second species being 
limited to a still smaller portion of Sumatra. This distribution is termed 
Geographical Distribution, and the branch of geography devoted to 
it-zoolovical, or more briefly zoogeography, the corr~sponding study of 
plant distribution being phytogeography. The problems of zoogeog
raphy are very complicated; for many causes have brought about the 
dispersal of animals, or caused their restriction to certain regions. 

The means by which a.nimals that walk, swim, or fly hd.ve been 
distributed are apparent, while those less able to get about in the world 
are ubject to winds, rivf'rs, currents, floods, and ~ccidental transporta
tion by other animals. The distribution of some takes place while they 
are still in the egg, or very small: for many animals, like the oy ter, 
which · are rooted to one spot when old, are free to wander while young. 
This may bring about results that at first sight seem contradictory, 
creature whose powers of locomotion are small h~ving a wider range th1n 
some well able to tr.1.vel about. uch ca es may sometimes be explained 
by the fact that the more active animals are less subject than the others 
to accidental dispersion, and are not swept away from pld.ces where food 
is abundant and enemies few. There are, however, many in tances 
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where the reasons for the restriction of animals to certain places are by no 
means evident. Great bodies of water are most effectual barriers to 
the spread of many animals, some are hemmed in by mountain ranges, 
others by deserts, but back of such obviouR causes lies the all-important 
question of food, and this, so far as land animals are concerned, depends 
on tempera.ture, which determines the dis~ribution of pldints and of the 
animals directly or indirectly dependent on them for subsistence. 

New Zealand and Austrd.lia are the most striki11g examples of the 
effect of wide stretches of water on the distribution of animals: for, save 
two species of bats, not a single mammal is found in New Zealand, while 
the mammalian fauna1 of Australia consists almost entirely of marsupials, 
the only other land animals being the dingo, or wild dog, supposed to 
have been introduced by man, and a few little rodents. In the first case 
it is inferred that if New Zealand has ever been connected with any 
other land, it was before the appearance of ma,mmals on earth; in the 
latter instance, the deduction is that b-ustralia has been isolated since the 
Cretaceous Period, when the lower types of mammals had appeared, and 
that its peculiar assemblage of animals is the result of evolution within 
its own boundaries. 

A very important point that must be taken into account in dealing 
with the distribution of existing animals is the distribntion of extinct 
animals: for this often accounts for the presence of related species in 
widely separated parts of the world. Tapirs are examples of this dis
continuous distribution, one species being found in Malaysia, while the 
others dwell in the warmer parts of America. These places are widely 
sepa,rated, and by no possibility could these c1,nimals now pass from one 
locality to the other; but remain~ of fossil tapirs or tapir-like animals are 
found in various parts of the world: so we know that existing tapirs are 
the survivors of a once numerous race of animals. 

Such cases as this are taken as evidence of the former union, direct or 
indirect, of countries now widely separated, some animal~ being much 
more important witnesses than others. Birds, which pass over long 
distances with ease, are of comparatively small importance as evidence, 
although they have some value, while fresh-water shells, and, above all, 
fresh-water fishes, furnish testimony of the most value. The lung-fishes, 
Dipnoi, one of which is found in Australia, one in South America, and 
one in Africa, are usually brought forward as a case in point. It is ex
tremely improbable that such peculiar fishes coul~ have originated .in~ 

lThe fauna of a country is the sum total of its animal life. the flora, of its plant life, while th~ 
term biota embraces both, meaning the entire plant and animal life of any region or period. 
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d p ndently in three widely pa.rated parts of the world, and as they 
inhabit fr h water they could not have crossed the a; it is also known 
that they b long to an old group of former wide distribution, their fossil 
remains being found in Europe and North America. So it is com,idered 
that at ome very distant period of the world's hi tory there was a land 
conn ction between Australia, Africa, and South America, and that 
during this period the distribution of the Dipnoi took place, a conclu
sion that derives support from other evidence. 

Thus the life of the past has not only been continually chanr-ing, but 
ha its bearing on that of the present time. As the world changed, new 
forms arose fitted to new conditions, race after race of animals came into 
exi tence, flourished for a time and then passed away, existing- animals 
being those best adapted to live under present conditions. 

The story of the past life of the earth is usually considered by itself 
and that branch of science is termed Palreontology .1 This is mainly a. 
matter of convenience. because the subject is so great in itself, for the 
life of the past ha$ its direct bearing on that of the present and to under
stand one it is necessary to have a knowledge of the other. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Some things about the study of natural history, or rather about the 
published results of this study, often seem peculiar and unnecessary, 
prominent among them being scientific namP-s and thP- classification of 
animals, two matters that are intimately related. When men began 
really to study animals, and to publish the results of their observations, 
the descriptions were printed in Latin, this being the language used by 
students and familiar to men of liberal education in all countries. In 
order that the animals might be readily recognized, it was customary to 
preface the account of each with a brief description of its more evident 
characteristics, something much like what is now ca1led a diagnosis. 
The lion, for example, might be styled the tawny colored cat with a mane; 
the tiger, the striped cat; the leopard, the large, many spotted cat, and 
so on. And to this day many naturalists preface their descriptions with 
a brief Latin diagnosis. As the tide of commerce of the eighteenth cen
tury brought to Europe scores of animals before unknown, the number of 
recognized species increased so rapidly that it became difficult to keep 
track of them. To overcome this difficulty, the great Swedish natural
ist, Lionreus, devised the plan of giving to each animal two nam , the 

1From the Greek palaio:,, ancient on, a being, and looia, to speak; in other words, a treatise on 
ancient beings or life. 
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first a general, or generic, name, which should indicate the group to 
which the animal belonged, the second a special or specific name, to ap
ply to that animal alone, this method of naming animals and plants 
being known as the binomial (two-11ame) system of nomenclature. So 
the lion became Felis leo, the lion cat (the adjective comes last in Latin); 
the tiger Felis tigris, the tiger cat; and the leopard Felis pardalis, the 
spotted cat, the common namefelis indicating that they were of the same 
genus or kind. 

While zoological names thus began in descriptions, they have ended 
by becoming merely convenient handles by which to lay hold of any 
particular animal; so at present names do not necessarily have any 
meaning-, or contain any reference to the characteristics of the animal 
to which they are a,pplied, although customarily they do so. It is very 
much the same with our own names. Time was, long ago to be sure, 
when the names of people were descriptive, just as they are even now 
among Indians and savage races. But Black, White, Strong, Smith, 
and Carpenter have ceased to mean anything save that their bearer is a 
member of some particular family who has his own special name also. 
But, it is frequently asked, why can't animals have common as well as 
scientific names? One reason why many animals have no common names· 
is that they are not commonly known, but a better reason is that there 
are not enough names to go around. While our largest dictionaries 
claim to define only some 300,000 words, more than 350,000 species of 
animals, g-reat and small, have already been described, and at the present 
rate of discovery the number will probably reach 500,000 within twenty 
years. Therefore, as they are not commonly known, it is obviously 
impossible to have a common name for each one, and so they are recorded 
only by scientific names. 

It must also be remembered that a large proportion of these scientific 
names seem strange and formidable only becaus~ they are unfamiliar; 
and those that have worked their way into our acquaintance, such as 
elephant, rhinoceros and boa constrictor, do not seem at all strange. 

Some may also complain that scientific names are being constantly 
changed, but this is true only to a limited extent, and is due partly to a 
few individuals who decline to be guided by any rules, and partly to the 
working of what is called the law of priority-the rule that the specific 
name first applied to any animal is the one that shaJl be used. As some 
of these names first appear in rare or little know.a books, it often hap
pens that a name long current is found to be antedated by another, 
and must, therefore, be changed. 
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It will be found that some of the animals de cribed in books have 
not only two, but three name , and thi mean that th y belong to a par
ticul r race, or sub pecie , of some w ll recognized species. It wa once 
thought that pecies were unchangeable, and that animals were sharply 
di tinguished from one another, but as they were more carefully studied, 
and more pecimens were available, it became evident that individual 
from a gi en part of the range or habitat of a species, might be slightly 
different from the standard-those dwelling ia desert region8 being a 
little p~ler than the majority, and those residing in damp, wooded 
loe; litifs being somewhat darker. To such local groups or geop-raph
ical race , the name of subspeci,es (under-kind) is applied, and the study 
of this is a part of the study of geographical distribution. 

CLASSIFICATION 

las ification ic, merely the orderly arrangement of animals, or other 
objects, placing those most closely related to one another in a class by 
them elves and arranp'ing- the groups thus formed with r3ference to their 
degree of relationship. In tha case of animals, this results in the forma
tion of groups of varying size a.ad importance, the principal being pecies, 
Genus, Family, Order, Class, and Phylum, while for purposes of great
er exactness intermedia ce assemblages may be made, such as super
order, subclass, subfamily, and so on, the prefix super, above, mea-1i.ag 
greater than, and sub, under, le~s th rn. 

The e.utire Anima.1 Kingdom is divided into large branches or phyla, 
a Phylum 1 being d. large assemblage of animals that have had a common 
line of descent a.1d agree in some very importa11t character. Thus the 
dd.sses Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Batrachia, and Fishes form pJ.rts of the 
Branch or Phylum Vertebrata, or backboned animals, which are distin
guished by having a more or less completa internal skeleton of cartilage 
or bo.ae. 

The first divisioii of animals was into vertebrates and invertebrates, 
accordiny as they did or did not have a backbone, but it was soo.a recog
nized that the i .. wertebrates differed among- themselves quite a· much as 
they did from the vertebrates. o Cuvier divided them i.ato Radiates, 

follu ks, and Articulates, d.od as our k.aowled.g-e of animals has i.acrea ed 
eo also has the number of g-roups into which they are divided: for d. 

sy tern of cla ~ification is merely d.n expression of the present state of our 
knowledge of animals. 

1From the Greek ph11lon, a tribe. 
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Phyla, are divided into Classes1 whose many (often thousands) mem
bers are con~tructed o.a the same generail plan. The mammals, for ex
ample, have hot blood, a four-chambered heart, a.ad suckle their young; 
all birds have feathers; reptiles have cold blood and are .never clad i.a.1 
either hair or feathers. But while these are very appairent :lifferences 
they are aRsociated with others, equally important if .not so obvious, 
which can be expressed only i.a technical lanyuage. 

Classe8 i.a turn are divided into Orders2 which embrace one or sev
eral Families. Thus the cats so closely resemble one another in struc
ture that all livi.ay and many extinPt spedes are included i.a the family 
Felidre: whose most evident character is the great development of the ca
nine teeth, the reduction in number of the jaw teeth a11d the adaptation 
of a fp,w of them for cuttinr flesh; whenc~ these teeth are called secto
rial teeth. 

Another familia,r order is that containing the 6.aawing animals, or ro
dents, known as Glires. This contains more species c:1,.ad individuals 
than Jiny other order of mammals, a large proportion being included in 
the weJl known family M uridre that embrac.:-s the r 1ts and mice. 

Relaited families are the Hy:.;tricidre or pon,upi.aes, Dipodidm; jer
boas, a.ad Sciun·dre or squirrels. 

The order BrutJi contains those stupid, brutish creatures the sloths, 
anteaters and armadillos. It has also been termed Edentata, or tooth
les~, some of the members laicking teeth altogether; while all ayree i11 
being destitute of front or incisor teeth. To the Unrulata, or hoofed 
quadrupeds, in whose ranks are found the deer, Cervidre, belong- also the 
sheep, goats a11d cattle of the family Bovidre .:tnd the horses or Equiclre. 

The dogs form the family Canidre, the bears the Ursidre, these, with 
several others, being embraced in the order Ferre, known also as C arnivora 
or flesh eaters-the beasts of prey-which contains those animals not 
merely adapted for a predatory life, but agreeing in some important char
acters of teeth and skeleton. The mere fact that any animal is a flesh 
eater does not make it a member of the order Ferre, any more than living 
in the water makes a creature a fish, for habits are not characters, al
though they may be characteristic. Some of the Marsupials, or pouched 
mammals, are flesh eaters and prey upon other animals, but they are 
very different from the true carnivores. While whales live in the water 
they breathe air by means of lungs, and not by gills, their blood is 
warm, their young are born alive and are nourished on milk, their back 

1Latin dassis, a class. 
2Latin ordo, a row or series, hence an order is a series of animals. 
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and tail fins have no fin ray , and the bones of the side fins are like those 
of the fore lcv of a quadruped. In all these points th y differ from fi hes 
and agr e with other mammals. 

The Ge.nu 1 i next below the family and includes animals that have 
some character or characters in common, though differing from one an
other in maller, or specific characters. Like the groups already dealt 
with a genus may contain one, or many species; for one specieE- may dif
fer so much from any other as to require a place, or genus, by itself, while 
a number of di .. tinct specie~ may possess some common character. Thus 
a large proportion of aJl squirrels belong in the genus Sciurus, and the 
true cats, great and small, the lion and the common cat (for size has 
nothing to do with relationship) are included in the genus Fel-is; the 
short-tailed cats are placed in the genus Lynx, and the hunting leopard 
or cheetah, whose claws are only partly retractile, and cannot be drawn 
within their sheaths as in other cats, in the genus Cynrelurus. 

Lastly comes the Species,2 whose members constantly resemble one 
another in all essential particulars of form, size and color, the exceptions 
bein~ the geo~raphical races or subspecie~ mentioned elsewhere. The 
species may be called the unit of classification, and subspecies may be 
looked upon as fractions. 

Stil1 using the lion as an illustration, the various groups to which 
this animal belongs are: Phylum, Vertebrata; Class, Mammalia; Order, 
Ferre, Suborder, Fissipedia (split-footed or clawed); Family, Fehdre; 
Genus, Felis; Species, Leo. This is clearly shown in the accompanying 
table illustrating the position of the Lion in the Animal Kingdom. 

Anyone who examines a few systems of classification may find that 
they do not agree with one another in all points: this, however, is no 
more surprising than that people differ in matters of religion. politirs, or 
schools of medicine. Any system is to some extent an expression of in
dividual opinion, and two persons will rarely agree on all questions, 
even in natural history. 

It may appear strange that one order should contain only one or 
two species, while another comprises hundreds, even thousands. But the 
importance of a group does not depend on the number of species it in
cludes, but on the extent to which these resemble or differ from those of 
other groups, orders, or f ~milies, as the case may be; fifty cents make a 
larger pile than does a single dollar, but they do not form a more im-

1Latin genua, a rare or kind. 
2Latin Bpet-iu, a particular sort: be sure never to say BJJ«U. 



A~IMALS 
370,000 species 

DIVISIONS OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM 
ILLUSTRATING THE POSITION OF THE LION 

(Extinct Groups are not included) 

PHYLA or BRANCHES CLASSES ORDERS FAMILIES GENERA SPECIES 

jPrimates 
Mammalia -- Man and Monkeys 

Vertebrata----- Mammals Fer·rv---------1 
Back-boned Animals Aves Beasts of Prey 

Arthropoda Birds Chiroptera 
Jointed Animals, as Reptilia Bats 
Crabs, Insects, etc. Reptiles I nsectivora 

Mollusca Amphibia Moles and Shrews 
Shell-fish Frogs, etc. Glires or Rodentia 

M olluscoidea Pisces Gnawers 
Brachiopods, etc. Fishes Proboscidea 

Vermes M arsipohranchii Elephants 
Worms Lampreys H yracoidea 

Echinodermata Hyraxes 
Sea-urchins, Starfish Ungulata 

Cmlenterata Roofe~ Animals 
Sea-anemones, Corals Cele or Cetacea 

Porzf era Whales 
Sponges Sirenia . 

Protozoa Manatees 
Single-celled Animals , Bruta or Edentata 

Sloths, etc. 
Ejf odientia 

Pangolins, etc. 
M arsupialia 

Pouched Mammals 
M onotremata 

~ Echidnas, etc. 

Felis leo 

(

FeUs Lion 
Felidm --- True Cats Felis tigris 
Cats Cyncelurus Tiger 

V iverrid(J! Cheetah F elis leopard us 
Ci vets Lynx Leopard 

Hycenidce Lynxes Felis onca 
Hyrenas Jaguar 

Protelidce F elis concolor 
Aard Wolves Cougar or Puma 

i,3 Canidce Felis uncia 
~ Dogs Ounce 
.e,Ursidce Felis pardali:J 
~ Bears Ocelot 
~ Procyonidce Felis catenata 

Raccoons Linked Ocelot 
M ustelidce F elis macroura 

Weasels Long-tailed Ocelot 
_Otariidce Felis tigrina 
.~ Eared Seals Margay 
] Phocidce Felis serval 
.9- Earless Seals Serva! 
§ Odobr.midce Felis domesticus 
~ Walruses Domestic Cat 

F elis caffra 
Egyptian Cat 

Felis chaus 
Jungle-cat 

F elis ornata 
Indian Desert-cat 

Felis manul 
Pallas's Cat 

Fe/is pajeros 
Pampas-cat 

Felis catus 
Wild Cat 
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portant a emblage. o the order Proboscidea contains only two living 
peci of el phant , but zoolop-ically it is even more important than the 

Glire . 01: rodent , which include the majority of all mammals. 
Thi cla sifying of animal may be compared to the organization of 

an army compo ed of thou ands of individuals (specie ) distingui. hed as 
officer and privates (renerJ.) formed into companies (f milies), regiments 
(order ) and brigades (classes) which in turn constitute divisions (phyla), 
the whole vast total forminr an army like the animal ki.agdom. 

o the cla sification of animals is merely an expreRsion of their 
d gree of relationship to one another and enables the naturalist to place 
hi pecies as a g-eneral does his soldiers. 

LIFE AND TIME 

The exi ting plant anq animal life of the world is the result of 
evolution through long geologic ages, during which race after race of 
animals came into being, flourished for a time, and wholly or largely 
died out. The table on a following page shows the estimated age 
of the world, the length of different periods in the past. during which 
this evolution took place, the predominant life of these periods, and the 
point of origin, so far as known from fossils, when this life began. 

As we are dependent on fossils for our knowledge of the life of the 
past it may be well to devote a few lines to the subject of 

HOW FOSSILS ARE FORMED 

based on Dr. Matthew's account in the General Guide. A fuller des
cription may be found in Animals of the Past. 

In a general way, fossils are the petrified remains of plan ts or 
animals that lived at some past period of the earth's history, but they 
include such things as trails left by worms and other creeping things 
and footprints of animals on the sands of time. In many instances we 
have not the objects themselves but only their casts or impres ions in 
the rocks. This is particularly the case with shells. Sometimes, as 
with the bones of the great Irish elk, the objects have been buried in 
swamp or bogs, and in a few rare instances, as with the mammoth and 
woolly rhinoceros, entire animals have been preserved for thou ands of 
year in ice or frozen mud. Fossils are found in localities where the 
dead animals or plants have gradually been buried under layers of sedi
ment to uch a depth that they come in contact with the mineral 
water of the earth and finally become petrified, the essential point 
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being that they are covered by water, or at least buried in wet ground. 
Later through subsequent upheaval and erm,ion they are again brought 
to or near the surface of the earth. Petrifaction is the slow replace
ment of animal or vegetable material by such minerals as carbonate of 
lime or silica. The process is very slow and for this reason flesh is never 
petrified. Fossil beds are found in every continent. In our own coun
try, Texas, Montana, Wyoming, and the Bad Lands of South Dakota 
are famo~s for their larg~ fossil beds, and many of the finest and rarest · 
fossils in the Museum were obtained in these localities. 

As it takes thousands of years for the various layers of earth to 
accumulate over the bones, and for the latter to become petrified, the 
study of fossils and the strata in which they are found is an important 
aid in determining the age of the earth and the succession of life thereon. 

The Divisions of Geologic Time are based on the character of their 
life as indicated by fossils. 

The estimated Duration of Geologic Time is based l;ugely on the 
thickness of the rocks. 

Exhibits relating to the geologic history of the earth, and its 
past life, will be found on the fourth floor of the Museum. Those in 
the Hall of Geology illustrate the structure of the earth, include 
examples of the various rocks of which it is composed, and are 
accompanied by fossils showing the general character of the life of the 
different geologic periods and the steps or stages that have led to the 
animal life of the present. 

Proceeding to the Southeast Pavilion and going westward, one 
passes from the hall devoted to fossil fishes, through those containing 
reptiles and mammals, coming finally to the Hall of the Age of Man, 
and in a few minutes witnesses changes that required millions of years for 
their accomplishment. The strange armor-clad fishes, unlike any now 
living, were succeeded by amphibians and reptiles, among them curious 
creatures like Naosaurus and the great dinosaurs which in thf'ir day 
were the rulers of the earth . . Here are huge herbivorous reptiles like 
Brontosaurus and Triceratops and the flesh-eating creatures that preyed 
upon them, including Tyrannosaurus. the most formidable beast of 
prey that ever lived. They passed out of existence and gave place 
to the mammals, and these underwent many changes before the forms 
of to-day appeared. Lastly came man, a weakling compared with the 
animals by which he was surrounded, which include such forms as the 
mammoth, mastodon and great ground sloths, and yet, by r<'ason of his 
superior brain and its servant the hand, coming to dominate them all. 

Many of the animals shown in these halls are described in Hand
book Animals of the Past~ another is devoted to Dinosaurs, and leaflets 
discuss Mammoths and Mastodons and the Evolution of the Horse. 
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SOME MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS 

OF USE IN CONNECTION WITH THIS LEAFLET 

ANIMALS OF THE PAST. BY FREDERIC A. LUCAS 
A popular account of some of the creatures of the Ancient 

World; tells of Mammoth and Mastodon, the great Sea Reptiles, 
the Dinosaurs and giant Birds. 250 pages with 41 illustrations by 
Charles R. Knight and Joseph Gleeson. Paper, 50 cents. 

No. 5. DINOSAURS. BY W. D. MATTHEW, Ph.D., Curator of Verte
brate Palreontology. December, 1915, 102 pages, 49 illustrations. 
Paper, 30 cents. 

An account of these huge monsters, describing also the condi
tions under which they lived and flourished and telling of their 
distribution in the days when the earth was. young and how their 
bones are discovered, collected and mounted. 

No. 36. THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE IN NATURE AND 
UNDER DOMESTICATION. BY w. D. MATTHEW, Ph.D., 
Curator, Department of Vertebrate Palreontology, and S. H. CHUBB. 
September, 1913, 64 pages, 39 illustrations. Price, 25 cents. 

The past geologic history of the Horse affords the most complete 
and convincing illustration of evolution among mammals. This 
leaflet, based upon material in this Museum, describes the successive 
stages in its evolution from the four-toed "Eohippus no bigger than 
a fox" to the single-toed horse of to-day. 

No. 43. MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS. BY W. D. MATTHEW, 
Curator, Department of Vertebrate Palreontology. November, 
1915, 25 pages, 12 illustrations. Price, 15 cents. 

These extinct relatives or ancestors of the existing elephants 
have been found in every part of the habitable world except Austra
lia. They and their remains are described and fi~ured ·in this leaflet. 

No. 42. THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY. BY GEORGE H. SHER
wooD, Curator, Department of Public Education. New edition, 
April, 1915, 23 pages, 9 illustrations. Price, 10 cents. 

This big tree started in life in 500 A.D., and during the fourteen 
hundred years of its existence occurred all the more important 
events of history, while what we term biology, or the knowledge of 
living things, has been acquired during the last three hundred years 
of its growth. 
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